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Over the past few years, all across America, there has been an explosion of local organizations and groups that identify as agnostic, atheist, bright, ethical culture, freethought, humanist, rationalist, secularist, skeptic, and so forth. The generic term is nontheistic. 
The spark for this activity was ignited around 2004, when popular books critical of traditional religion began to appear from mainstream publishers. Many of the groups enjoying this growth and expansion are sizeable and well-established organizations while others are small clubs, meet-ups, and campus groups. Together they constitute what we call “the community of reason.” 
But their rapid growth has brought about a new challenge. Many of these local groups either don’t know about each other or aren’t communicating. As a result, they can’t coordinate their efforts toward raising their visibility and stature in the communities they serve. This lack of coordination also means that the groups are missing opportunities to bring in even more new members and broaden their audience.
To address this issue, the United Coalition of Reason was incorporated in January of this year to provide funding and expertise to help local groups cooperate toward the goal of raising their public profiles. United CoR now provides these services in four ways:
	It lays the groundwork for forming Coalitions of Reason in cities across the country. These coalitions are informal bodies that act as forums for group leaders and serve as clearinghouses for public information on local groups.
	United CoR offers free Web hosting and a design template for local coalition websites.
	United CoR provides free public relations and media training for local group leaders so they may improve the public profile and outreach of their individual groups and each local coalition. 
	United CoR provides funding for local publicity campaigns aimed at bringing traffic to each local CoR website.

Publicity campaigns usually involve a billboard in a highly visible place in a city, metro area, or other definable market. But United CoR is as willing to fund an ad campaign on buses or commuter trains, or in newspapers or other media. The determining factor is whatever will most likely garner the greatest public exposure for area groups. 
So far, billboards have proved to be the most popular with local Coalitions of Reason. Thus, already this year, United CoR has sponsored billboards in Dallas, Texas; Fort Worth, Texas; New Orleans, Louisiana; and now the greater Phoenix area here in Arizona. New Coalitions of Reason are being formed in Washington, DC; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Cincinnati and Columbus, Ohio; Portland, Oregon; and Seattle, Washington. By year’s end we are looking at having up to twenty coalitions in our national network.  
The work of United CoR is focused on aiding local groups in the community of reason. It charges nothing for its services and is independently funded. Therefore, the flow of support: be it financial or a rendering of service, is a one-way street, from United CoR to the local coalitions. This has become possible because the growing public interest in atheism, freethought, humanism, and all the rest has inspired those individuals of means to come forward and offer their financial support in various ways to various organizations.  
United CoR is thus a natural product of the spread of non-traditional values and the overall growth of the community of reason. 



